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Schwann, however, has done for histology, has as yet been

but in a very slight degree built up and developed for

pathology, and it may be said that nothing has penetrated

less deeply into the minds of all than the cell-theory in

its intimate connection with pathology.

If we consider the extraordinary influence which Bichat

in his time exercised upon the state of medical opinion,

it is indeed astonishing that such a relatively long period

should have elapsed since Schwann made his great disco

veries, without the real importance of the new facts having

been duly appreciated. This has certainly been essentially

due to the great incompleteness of our knowledge with

regard to the intimate structure of our tissues which

has continued to exist until quite recently, and, as we are

sorry to be obliged to confess, still even now prevails with

regard to many points of histology to such a degree, that

we scarcely know in favour of what view to decide.

Especial difficulty has been found in answering the

question, from what parts of the body action really

proceeds—what parts are active, what passive; and yet

it is already quite possible to come to a definitive con

clusion upon this point, even in the case of parts the

structure of which is still disputed. The chief point in

this application of histology to pathology is to obtain a

recognition of the fact, that the cell is really the ultimate

morphological element in which there is any manifestation

of life, and that we must not transfer the seat of real action

to any point beyond the cell. Before you, I shall have no

particular reason to justify myself, if in this respect I

make quite a special reservation in favour of life. In the

course of these lectures you will be able to convince your

selves that it is almost impossible for any one to enter

tain more mechanical ideas in particular instances than

I am wont to do, when called upon to interpret the

individual processes of life. But I think that we must
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look upon this as certain, that, however much of the

more delicate interchange of matter, which takes place

within a cell, may not concern the material structure

as a whole, yet the real action does proceed from the

structure as such, and that the living element only main

tains its activity as long as it really presents itself to us

as an independent whole.

In this question it is of primary importance (and you

will excuse my dwelling a little upon this point, as it is one

which is still a matter of dispute) that we should deter

mine what is really to be understood by the term cell.

Quite at the beginning of the latest phase of histological

development, great difficulties sprang up in crowds with

regard to this matter. Schwann, as you no doubt recollect,

following immediately in the footsteps of Schleiden, inter

preted his observations according to botanical standards,

so that all the doctrines of vegetable physiology were

invoked, in a greater or less degree, to decide questions

relating to the physiology of animal. bodies. Vegetable

cells, however, in the light in which they wrere at that time

universally, and as they are even now also frequently re

garded, are structures, whose identity with what we call

animal cells cannot be admitted without reserve.

When we speak of ordinary vegetable cellular tissue, we

generally understand thereby a tissue, which, in its most

simple and regular form is, in a transverse section, seen to

be composed of nothing but four- or six-sided, or, if some

what looser in texture, of roundish or polygonal bodies, in

which a tolerably thick, tough wall (membrane) is always to

be distinguished. If now a single one of these bodies be

isolated, a cavity is found, enclosed by this tough, angular,

or round wall, in the interior of which very different

substances, varying according to circumstances, may be

deposited, e.g. fat, starch, pigment, albumen (cell-contents).

But also, quite independently of these local varieties in the
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contents, we are enabled, by means of chemical investiga

tion, to detect the presence of several different substances

in the essential constituents of the cells.

The substance which forms the external membrane,

and is known under the name

of cellulose, is generally found to

be destitute of nitrogen, and

yields, on the addition of iodine

and sulphuric acid, a peculiar,

very characteristic, beautiful blue

tint. Iodine alone produces no colour ; sidphuric acid

by itself chars. The contents of simple cells, on the other

hand, do not turn blue ; when the cell is quite a simple

one, there appears, on the contrary, after the addition of

iodine and sulphuric acid, a brownish or yellowish mass,

isolated in the interior of the cell-cavity as a special

body {protoplasma), around which can be recognised a

special, plicated, frequently shrivelled membrane {primordial

utricle) (fig. 1, c). Even rough chemical analysis generally

detects in the simplest cells, in addition to the non-

nitrogenized (external) substance, a nitrogenized internal

mass ; and vegetable physiology seems, therefore, to have

been justified in concluding, that what really constitutes

a cell is the presence within a non-nitrogenized membrane

of nitrogenized contents differing from it.

It had indeed already long been known, that other

Fig. 1. Vegetable cells from the centre of the young shoot of a tuber of

Solatium tuberosum, a. The ordinary appearance of the regularly polygonal,

thick-walled cellular tissue, b. An isolated cell with finely granular-looking

cavity, in which a nucleus with nucleolus is to be seen. c. The same cell after

the addition of water ; the contents (protoplasma) have receded from the wall

(membrane, capsule). Investing them a peculiar, delicate membrane (primordial

utricle) has become visible, d. The same cell after a more lengthened exposure

to the action of water ; the interior cell (protoplasma with the primordial

utricle and nucleus) has become quite contracted, and remains attached to the

cell-wall (capsule) merely by the means of fine, some of them branching,

threads.
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things besides existed in the interior of cells, and it was

one of the most fruitful of discoveries when Robert Brown

detected the nucleus in the vegetable cell. But this body

was considered to have a more important share in the

formation than in the maintenance of cells, because in very

many vegetable cells the nucleus becomes extremely indis

tinct, and in many altogether disappears, whilst the form

of the cell is preserved.

These observations were then applied to the considera

tion of animal tissues, the correspondence of which with

those of vegetables Schwann endeavoured to demonstrate.

The interpretation, which we have just mentioned as having

been put upon the ordinary forms of vegetable cells,

served as the starting point. In this, however, as after-

experience proved, an error was committed. Vegetable

cells cannot, viewed in their entirety, be compared with

all animal cells. In animal cells, we find no such distinc

tions between nitrogenized and non-nitrogenized layers ;

in all the essential constituents of the cells nitrogenized

matters are met with. But there are undoubtedly certain

forms in the animal body which immediately recall these

forms of vegetable cells, and among them there are

none so characteristic as the cells of cartilage, which is,

in all its features, extremely different from the other

tissues of the animal body, and which, especially on

account of its non-vascularity, occupies quite a peculiar

position. Cartilage in every respect stands in the closest

relation to vegetable tissue. In a well-developed cartilage-

cell we can distinguish a relatively thick external layer,

within which, upon very close inspection, a delicate mem

brane, contents, and a nucleus are also to be found. Here,

therefore, we have a structure which entirely corresponds

with a vegetable cell.

It has, however, been customary with authors, when

describing cartilage, to call the whole of the structure
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of which I have just given you a sketch (fig. 2, a—d)

a cartilage-corpuscle, and in consequence of this having

been viewed as analogous to the cells in other parts

of animals, difficulties have arisen, llG 2.

by which the knowledge of the

true state of the case has been

exceedingly obscured. A carti

lage-corpuscle, namely, is not, as

a whole, a cell, but the external (^d

layer, the capsule, is the product

of a later development (secretion, excretion). In young carti

lage it is very thin, whilst the cell also is generally smaller.

If we trace the development still farther back, we find in

cartilage, also, nothing but simple cells, identical in struc

ture with those which are seen in other animal tissues, and

not yet possessing that external secreted layer.

You see from this, gentlemen, that the comparison

between animal and vegetable cells, which we certainly

cannot avoid making, is in general inadmissible, because

in most animal tissues no formed elements are found which

can be considered as the full equivalents of vegetable cells in

the old signification of the word; and because, in par

ticular, the cellulose membrane of vegetable cells does

not correspond to the membrane of animal ones, and

between this, as containing nitrogen, and the former, as

destitute of it, no typical distinction is presented. On the

contrary, in both cases we meet with a body essentially

of a nitrogenous nature, and, on the whole, similar in

composition. The so-called membrane of the vegetable

cell is only met with in a few animal tissues, as, for

example, in cartilage ; the ordinary membrane of the

animal cell corresponds, as I showed as far back as 1847,

Fig. 2. Cartilage-cells, as they occur at the margin of ossification in growing

cartilage, quite analogous to vegetable cells (cf. the explanation to fig. 1).

'•.Ina more advanced stage of development, d. Younger form.
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to the primordial utricle of the vegetable cell. It is only

when we adhere to this view of the matter, when we sepa

rate from the cell all that has been added to it by an after-

development, that we obtain a simple, homogeneous,

extremely monotonous structure, recurring with extraordi

nary constancy in living organisms. But just this very

constancy forms the best criterion of our having before us

in this structure one of those really elementary bodies, to

be built up of which is eminently characteristic of every

living thing—without the pre-existence of which no living

forms arise, and to which the continuance and the main

tenance of life is intimately attached. Only since our idea

of a cell has assumed this severe form—and I am somewhat

proud of having always, in spite of the reproach of

pedantry, firmly adhered to it—only since that time can it

be said that a simple form has been obtained which we can

everywhere again expect to find, and which, though dif

ferent in size and external shape, is yet always identical in

its essential constituents.

In such a simple cell we can distinguish dissimilar

constituents, and it is important that we should accurately

define their nature also.

In the first place, we expect to find a nucleus within the

cell ; and with regard to this nucleus, which has usually a

round or oval form, we know that, particularly in the

case of young cells, it offers greater resistance to the

action of chemical agents than do the external parts of

the cell, and that, in spite of the greatest variations in

the external form of the cell, it generally maintains its

form. The nucleus is accordingly, in cells of all shapes,

that part which is the most constantly found unchanged.

There are indeed isolated cases, which lie scattered through

out the whole series of facts in comparative anatomy

and pathology, in which the nucleus also has a stellate or

angular appearance ; but these are extremely rare excep-
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tions, and dependent upon peculiar changes which the

element has undergone. Generally, it may be said that, as

long as the life of the cell has not been brought to a close,

as long as cells behave as elements still endowed with vital

power, the nucleus maintains a very nearly constant form.

The nucleus, in its turn, in completely developed cells,

very constantly encloses another structure within itself—

the so-called nucleolus. With regard to the question of vital

form, it cannot be said of the nucleolus that it appears to

be an absolute requisite ; and, in a considerable number of

young cells, it has as yet escaped detection. On the other hand,

we regularly meet with it in fully developed, older forms ;

and it, therefore, seems to mark a higher degree of develop

ment in the cell. According to the view which was put

forward in the first instance by Schleiden, and accepted by

Schwann, the connection between the three coexistent cell-

constituents was long thought to be on this wise : that the

nucleolus was the first to show itself in the development of

tissues, by separating out of a formative fluid CMastema,

cytoblastema) , that it quickly attained a certain size, that

then fine granules were precipitated out of the blastema

and settled around it, and that about these there con

densed a membrane. That in this way a nucleus was

Pig. 3. a. Hepatic cell. h. Spindle-shaped cell from connective tissue, e.

Capillary vessel, d. Somewhat large stellate cell from a lymphatic gland. «.

Ganglion-cell from the cerebellum. The nuclei in every instance similar.
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completed, about which new matter gradually gathered,

and in due time produced a little membrane (the celebrated

watch-glass form, fig. 4, d'). This

description of the first development of

• ••..*:::.". «• cells out of free blastema, according

'.•'.•.''l^M'y to which the nucleus was regarded as

cy'''<$%£/<3£'\ Prececnng the formation of the cell,

d !;^$i&$'\><' and playing the part of a real cell-

former (cyioblast), is the one which is

usually concisely designated by the name of the cell-

theory (more accurately, theory of free cell-formation),—a

theory of development which has now been almost entirely

abandoned, and in support of the correctness of which

not one single fact can with certainty be adduced. With

respect to the nucleolus, all that we can for the present

regard as certain, is, that where we have to deal with

large and fully developed cells, we almost constantly see

a nucleolus in them ; but that, on the contrary, in the

case of many young cells it is wanting.

You will hereafter be made acquainted with a series of

facts in the history of pathological and physiological de

velopment, which render it in a high degree probable

that the nucleus plays an extremely important part within

the cell—a part, I will here at once remark, less connected

with the function and specific office of the cell, than with

its maintenance and multiplication as a living part. The

specific (in a narrower sense, animal) function is most dis

tinctly manifested in muscles, nerves, and gland-cells ; the

Pig. 4. From Schleiden, ' Grundzuge der wiss. Botanik,' I," fig. ] . " Contents

of the embryo-sac of Vicia /aba soon after impregnation. In the clear

fluid, consisting of gum and sugar, granules of protein-compounds are seen

swimming about (a), among which a few larger ones are strikingly conspi

cuous. Around these latter the former are seen conglomerated into the form

of a small disc (b, e). Around other discs a clear, sharply defined border may

be distinguished, which gradually recedes farther and farther from the disc (the

cytoblast), and, finally, can be distinctly recognised to be a young cell (rf, «)."
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peculiar actions of which — contraction, sensation, and

secretion—appear to be connected in no direct manner

with the nuclei. But that, whilst fulfilling all its functions,

the element remains an element, that it is not annihilated

nor destroyed by its continual activity—this seems essen

tially to depend upon the action of the nucleus. All

those cellular formations which lose their nucleus, have a

more transitory existence ; they perish, they disappear,

they die away or break up. A human blood-corpuscle, for

example, is a cell without a nucleus ; it possesses an ex

ternal membrane and red contents ; but herewith the tale

of its constituents, so far as we can make them out, is told,

and whatever has been recounted concerning a nucleus in

blood-cells, has had its foundation in delusive appearances,

which certainly very easily can be, and frequently are,

occasioned by the production of little irregularities upon

the surface (Fig. 52). We should not be able to say, there

fore, that blood-corpuscles were cells, if we did not know

that there is a certain period during which human blood-

corpuscles also have nuclei ; the period, namely, embraced

by the first months of intra-uterine life. Then circulate

also in the human body nucleated blood-cells, like those

which we see in frogs, birds, and fish throughout the whole

of their lives. In mammalia, however, this is restricted to

a certain period of their development, so that at a later stage

the red blood-cells no longer exhibit all the characteristics

of a cell, but have lost an important constituent in their

composition. But we are also all agreed upon this point,

that the blood is one of those changeable constituents of the

body, whose cellular elements possess no durability, and with

regard to which everybody assumes that they perish, and

are replaced by new ones, which in their turn are doomed

to annihilation, and everywhere (like the uppermost cells

in the cuticle, in which we also can discover no nuclei, as

soon as they begin to desquamate) have already reached a
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stage in their development, when they no longer require that

durability in their more intimate composition for which we

must regard the nucleus as the guarantee.

On the other hand, notwithstanding the manifold investi

gations to which the tissues are at present subjected, we are

acquainted with no part which grows or multiplies, either

in a physiological or pathological manner, in which nucleated

elements cannot invariably be demonstrated as the start

ing-points of the change, and in which the first decisive

alterations which display themselves, do not involve the

nucleus itself, so that we often can determine from its con

dition what would possibly have become of the elements.

You see from this description that, at least, two different

things are of necessity required for the composition of a

cellular element ; the membrane, whether round, jagged, or

stellate, and the nucleus, which from the outset differs in

chemical constitution from the membrane.

Herewith, however, we are far from having

enumerated all the essential constituents of

the cell, for, in addition to the nucleus, it is

filled with a relatively greater or less quan

tity of contents, as is likewise commonly,

it seems, the nucleus itself, the contents

of which are also wont to differ from

those of the cell. Within the cell, for ex

ample, we see pigment, without the nucleus'

containing any. Within a smooth muscular

fibre-cell, the contractile substance is de

posited, which appears to be the seat of

the contractile force of muscle ; the nucleus,

however, remains a nucleus. The cell may

develop itself into a nerve-fibre, but the nucleus remains, lying

Fig. 5. a. Pigment-cell from the choroid membrane of the eye. b. Smooth

muscular fibre-cell from the intestines, c. Portion of a nerve-fibre with a

double contour, axis-cylinder, medullary sheath and parietal, nucleolated nucleus

Fig. 5.
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on the outside of the medullary [white1] substance, a constant

constituent. Hence it follows, that the special peculiarities

which individual cells exhibit in particular places, under par

ticular circumstances, are in general dependent upon the

varying properties of the cell-contents, and that it is not the

constituents which we have hitherto considered (membrane

and nucleus), but the contents (or else the masses of matter

deposited without the cell, intercellular), which give rise to

the functional' (physiological) differences of tissues. For us

it is essential to know that in the most various tissues these

constituents, which, in some measure, represent the cell in

its abstract form, the nucleus and membrane, recur with

great constancy, and that by their combination a simple

element is obtained, which, throughout the whole series of

hving vegetable and animal forms, however different they

may be externally, however much their internal composition

may be subjected to change, presents us with a structure of

quite a peculiar conformation, as a definite basis for all the

phenomena of life.

According to my ideas, this is the only possible starting-

point for all biological doctrines. If a definite correspon

dence in elementary form pervades the whole series of all

living things, and if in this series something else which

might be placed in the stead of the cell be in vain sought

for, then must every more highly developed organism,

whether vegetable or animal, necessarily, above all, be

regarded as a progressive total, made up of larger or smaller

number of similar or dissimilar cells. Just as a tree con

stitutes a mass arranged in a definite manner, in which, in

every single part, in the leaves as in the root, in the trunk

as in the blossom, cells are discovered to be the ultimate

elements, so is it also with the forms of animal life. Every

animal presents itself as a sum of vital unities, every one of

1 All words included in square brackets have been inserted by the Translator,

and are intended to be explanatory.
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which manifests all the characteristics of life. The charac

teristics and unity of life cannot be limited to any one par

ticular spot in a highly developed organism (for example, to

the brain of man), but are to be found only in the definite,

constantly recurring structure, which every individual ele

ment displays. Hence it follows that the structural com

position of a body of considerable size, a so-called individual,

always represents a kind of social arrangement of parts,

an arrangement of a social kind, in which a number of

individual existences are mutually dependent, but in such a

way, that every element has its own special action, and,

even though it derive its stimulus to activity from other

parts, yet alone effects the actual performance of its duties.

I have therefore considered it necessary, and I believe

you will derive benefit from the conception, to portion out

the body into cell-territories (Zellenterritorien). I say

territories, because we find in the organization of animals

a peculiarity which in vegetables is scarcely at all to

be witnessed, namely, the development of large masses

of so-called intercellular substance. Whilst vegetable cells

are usually in immediate contact with one another by their

Fig. 6.

Fig. G. Cartilage from the epiphysis of the lower end of the humerus of a

child. The object was treated first with chromate of potash, and then with acetic

acid. In the homogeneous mass (intercellular substance) are seen, at a,

cartilage-cavities (Knorpelhoblen) with walls still thin (capsules), from which

the cartilage-cells, provided with a nucleus and nucleolus, are separated by a

distinct limiting membrane, b. Capsules (cavities) with two cells, produced by

the division of previously simple ones. c. Division of the capsules following

the division of the cells. d. Separation of the divided capsules by the deposition

between them of intercellular substance—Growth of cartilage.
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external secreted layers, although in such a manner that

the old boundaries can still always be distinguished, we find

in animal tissues that this species of arrangement is the

more rare one. In the often very abundant mass of matter

which lies between the cells {intermediate, intercellular sub

stance), we are seldom able to perceive at a glance, how far

a given part of it belongs to one or another cell ; it presents

the aspect of a homogeneous intermediate substance.

According to Schwann, the intercellular substance was

the cytoblastema, destined for the development of new cells.

This I do not consider to be correct, but, on the contrary,

I have, by means of a series of pathological observations,

arrived at the conclusion that the intercellular substance is

dependent in a certain definite manner upon the cells, and

that it is necessary to draw boundaries in it also, so that

certain districts belong to one cell, and certain others to

another. You will see how sharply these boundaries are

defined by pathological processes (Fig. 129), and how direct

evidence is afforded, that any given district of intercellular

substance is ruled over by the cell, which lies in the middle

of it and exercises influence upon the neighbouring parts.

It must now be evident to you, I think, what I under

stand by the territories of cells. But there are simple

tissues which are composed entirely of cells, cell lying close

to cell. In these there can be no difficulty with regard to

the boundaries of the individual cells, yet it is necessary

that I should call your attention to the fact that, in this

case, too, every individual cell may run its own peculiar

course, may undergo its own peculiar changes, without the

fate of the cell lying next it being necessarily linked with

its own. In other tissues, on the contrary, in which we

find intermediate substance, every cell, in addition to its

own contents, has the superintendence of a certain quantity

of matter external to it, and this shares in its changes, nay,

is frequently affected even earlier than the interior of the
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cell, which is rendered more secure by its situation than

the external intercellular matter. Finally, there is a third

series of tissues, in which the elements are more intimately

connected with one another. A stellate cell, for example,

may anastomose with a similar one, and in this way a reti

cular arrangement may be produced, similar to that which

we see in capillary vessels and other analogous structures.

In this case it might be supposed that the whole series was

ruled by something which lay who knows how far off; but

upon more accurate investigation, it turns out that even in

this chainwork of cells a certain independence of the indi

vidual members prevails, and that this independence evinces

itself by single cells undergoing, in consequence of certain

external or internal influences, certain changes confined to

their own limits, and not necessarily participated in by the

cells immediately adjoining.

That which I have now laid before you will be suffi

cient to show you in what way I consider it necessary

to trace pathological facts to their origin in known histo

logical elements ; why, for example, I am not satisfied with

talking about an action of the vessels, or an action of the

nerves, but why I consider it necessary to bestow attention

upon the great number of minute parts which really con

stitute the chief mass of the substance of the body, as well

as upon the vessels and nerves. It is not enough that, as

has for a long time been the case, the muscles should be

singled out as being the only active elements ; within the

great remainder, which is generally regarded as an inert

mass, there is in addition an enormous number of active

parts to be met with.

Amid the development which medicine has undergone

up to the present time, we find the dispute between the

humoral and solidistic schools of olden times still main

tained. The humoral schools have generally had the

greatest success, because they have offered the most con-
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venient explanation, and, in fact, the most plausible interpre

tation of morbid processes. We may say that nearly all

successful practical, and noted hospital, physicians have

had more or less humoro-pathological tendencies ; aye, and

these have become so popular, that it is extremely difficult

for any physician to free himself from them. The solido-

pathological views have been rather the hobby of specu

lative inquirers, and have had their origin not so much in

the immediate requirements of pathology, as in physio

logical and philosophical, and even in religious speculations.

They have been forced to do violence to facts, both in

anatomy and physiology, and have therefore never become

very widely diffused. According to my notions the basis

of both doctrines is an incomplete one ; I do not say a false

one, because it is really only false in its exclusiveness ; it

must be reduced within certain limits, and we must

remember that, besides vessels and blood, besides nerves

and nervous centres, other things exist, which are not a

mere theatre (Substrat) for the action of the nerves and

blood, upon which these play their pranks.

Now, if it be demanded of medical men that they give

their earnest consideration to these things also ; if, on the

other band, it be required that, even among those who main

tain the humoral and neuro-pathological doctrines, atten

tion at last be paid to the fact, that the blood is composed

of many single, independent parts, and that the nervous

system is made up of many active individual constituents

—this is, indeed, a requirement which at the first glance

certainly offers several difficulties. But if you will call to

mind that for years, not only in lectures, but also at the

bedside, the activity of the capillaries was talked about—an

activity which no one has ever seen, and which has only

been assumed to exist in compliance with certain theories

—you will not find it unreasonable, that things which are

really to be seen, nay are, not unfrequently, after practice,

2
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accessible even to the unaided eye, should likewise be

admitted into the sphere of medical knowledge and thought.

Nerves have not only been talked about where they had

never been demonstrated ; their existence has been simply

assumed, even in parts in which, after the most careful

investigations, no trace of them could be discovered, and

activity has been attributed to them in parts where they

absolutely do not penetrate. It is therefore certainly not

unreasonable to demand, that the greater part of the body-

be no longer entirely ignored ; and if no longer ignored,

that we no longer content ourselves with merely regarding

the nerves as so many wholes, as a simple, indivisible appa

ratus, or the blood as a merely fluid material, but that we

also recognise the presence within the blood and within the

nervous system of the enormous mass of minute centres of

action.

In conclusion, I have still some preparations to explain,

and will begin with a very common object (Fig. 7). It has

been taken from the tuber of a potato, at a spot where

you can view in its perfection the strac-

7" ture of a vegetable cell, where the tuber,

namely, is beginning to put forth a new

shoot, and there is, consequently, a

probability of young cells being found,

at least, if we suppose that all growth

consists in the development of new cells.

In the interior of the tuber all the cells

are, as is well known, stuffed full with

granules of starch ; in the young shoot, on the other hand,

Fig. 7. From Hie cortical layer of a tuber of solarium tuberosum, after treat

ment with iodine and sulphuric acid. a. Flat cortical cells, surrounded by their

capsule (cell-wall, membrane), b. Larger, four-sided cells of the same kind from

the cambium ; the real cell (primordial utricle), shrunken and wrinkled, within

the capsule, c. Cells with starch-granules lying within the primordial utricle.
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the starch is used up, in proportion to the growth, and the

cell is again exhibited in its more simple form. In a trans

verse section of a young sprout near its exit from the tuber,

about four different layers maybe distinguished—the cortical

layer, next a layer of larger, then a layer of smaller, cells,

and lastly, quite on the inside, a second layer of larger cells.

Here we see nothing but regular structures ; thick capsules

of hexagonal form, and within them one or two nuclei

(Fig. 1). Towards the cortex (corky layer) the cells are

four-sided, and the farther one proceeds outwards, the

natter do they become; still, nuclei may be distinctly

recognised in them also. Wherever the so-called cells

come in contact, a boundary line may be recognised

between them ; then comes the thick layer of cellulose, in

which fine streaks may be observed ; and in the interior

of the capsular cavity you see a compound mass, in which

a nucleus and nucleolus may be easily distinguished, and

after the application of reagents the primordial utricle also

makes its appearance as a plicated, wrinkled membrane.

This is the perfect form of a vegetable cell. In the neigh

bouring cells lie a few larger, dimly lustrous, laminated

bodies, the remains of starch (Fig. 7, c). The next object

is of importance in my eyes, because I shall afterwards

have to refer to it when instituting a comparison with new

formations in animals. It is a longitudinal section of a

young lilac bud, developed by the warm days we have had

this month (February). In the bud a number of young

leaves have already begun to develop themselves, each

composed of numerous young cells. In these, the youngest

parts, the external layers are composed of tolerably regular

layers of cells, which have a rather flat, four-sided appear

ance, whilst in the internal layers the cells are more

elongated, and in a few parts spiral vessels show themselves.

Especially would I call your attention to the little out

growths (leaf-hairs—Blatthaare), which protrude every-
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where along the border, and very much resemble certain

animal excrescences, e. g., in the villi of the chorion, where

they mark the spots at which young, secondary villi will

shoot out. In our preparation, you see the little, club-

PI0 8 shaped protuberances, which are

A B c repeated at certain intervals, and

'■'f HMkUfll are connected internally with

the rows of cells in the cam

bium. They are structures in

which the more delicate forms of

cells can best be distinguished,

and, at the same time, the pe

culiar mode of growth be dis

covered. This growth is ef

fected thus : a division takes

place in some of the cells, and

a transverse septum is formed;

the newly-formed parts con

tinue to grow as independent

elements, and gradually increase

in size. Not unfrequently di

visions take place also longi

tudinally, so that the parts

become thicker (Fig. 8, c).

Every protuberance is therefore originally a single cell,

which, by continual subdivision in a transverse direction

(Fig. 8, a, b), pushes its divisions forwards, and then, when

occasion offers, spreads out also in a lateral direction. In

this way the hairs shoot out, and this is in general the

Fig. 8. Longitudinal section of a young February-shoot from the branch

of a syringa. A. The cortical layer and cambium ; beneath a layer of very flat

cells are seen larger, four-sided, nucleated ones, from which, by successive

transverse division, little hairs (a) shoot out, which grow longer and longer (4),

and, by division in a longitudinal direction (c), thicker. B. The vascular layer,

with spiral vessels. C. Simple, four-sided, oblong, cortical cells.— Growth of

Plants.
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Fig. 9.

mode of growth, not only in vegetables, but also in the

physiological and pathological formations of the animal

body.

In the following preparation—a piece of costal cartilage,

in a state of morbid growth—changes are evident even to

the naked eye, namely, little protuberances upon the sur

face of the cartilage. Correspond

ing to these the microscope shows

a proliferation of cartilage-cells,

and we find the same forms

as in the vegetable cells; large

groups of cellular elements, each

of which has proceeded from a

single previously existing cell,

arranged in several rows, and

differing from proliferating vege

table cells only in this—that there

is intercellular substance between the individual groups.

In the cells we can as before distinguish the external cap

sule, which, indeed, in the case of many cells, is composed

of two, three, or more layers, and within them only does

the real cell come with its membrane, contents, nucleus,

and nucleolus.

In the following object you see the young ova of a

frog, before the secretion of the yolk-granules has begun.

The very large ovum (Eizelle) (Fig. 10, C) contains a nucleus

likewise very large, in which a number of little vesicles are

dispersed—and tolerably thick, opaque contents, beginning,

at a certain spot, to become granular and brown. Around

Fig. 9. Proliferation of cartilage ; from the costal cartilage of an adult.

Large groups of cartilage-cells within a common envelope (wrongly so-called

parent-cells), produced from single cells by successive subdivisions. At the

edge, one of these groups has been cut through, and in it is seen a cartilage-

cell invested by a number of capsular layers (external secreted masses). 300

diameters.
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the cell may be remarked the relatively thin, connective

tissue of the Graafian vesicle, with a hardly visible layer of

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

a, A 5

epithelium. In the neighbourhood are lying several smaller

ova, which show the gradual progress of their

growth.

As a contrast to these gigantic cells, I place

before you an object from the bed-side; cells

^* lS|P from fresh catarrhal sputa. You see cells in

comparison very small, which, with a higher

Fig. 10. Young ova from the ovary of a frog. A. A very young ovum.

B. A larger one. C. A still larger one, with commencing secretion of

brown granules at one pole (e), and shrunken condition of the vitelline

membrane from the imbibition of water, a. Membrane of the follicle.

b. Vitelline 'membrane, c. Membrane of the nucleus. d. Nucleolus. S.

Ovary. 150 diameters.

Fig. 11. Cells from fresh catarrhal sputa. A. Pus-corpuscles. a. Quite

fresh, b. When treated with acetic acid. Within the membrane the contents

have cleared up, and three little nuclei are seen. B. Mucus-corpuscles.

a. A simple one. b. Containing pigment granules. 300 diameters.
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power, prove to be of a perfectly globular shape, and, in

which, after the addition of water and reagents, a mem

brane, nuclei, and, when fresh, cloudy contents can clearly

be distinguished. Most of the small cells belong,

according to the prevailing terminology, to the category

of pus-corpuscles ; the larger ones, which we may designate

mucus-corpuscles or catarrhal cells, are partly filled with

fat or greyish-black pigment, in the form of granules.

These structures, however small their size, possess all

the typical peculiarities of the large ones ; all the characters

of a cell displayed by the large ones again present themselves

in them. But this is, in my opinion, the most essential

point—that, whether we compare large or small, pathological

or physiological, cells, we always find this correspondence

between them.
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